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Today’s Topic: 
Acid-Base Chemistry

aka Proton-Transfer Reactions
(Chapter 3, Step 1)

Canvas Module
Chapter 3
 Watch
 Read
 Practice



Educator 
Lecture

Section 1: 
Acid-Base Reactions 

(first 35 minutes)
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Nothing unlocks your 
true potential like an 
800 lb. killing machine…

…or an upcoming O-
Chem exam!

R  U  Motivated?



Next Week: Class Meets @ CPP Campus!

60 minute, written exam.  
No notes or model kits allowed, but 
Periodic Table is provided.
No surprises! See sample exams on 
Course Homepage (links at very bottom).

Exam 1
Thursday, 2/17
Chapters 1,2,3



OLC



Celebrating Chemistry & Black History Month
Around the turn of the 20th century, leprosy was a major public health 

concern in Hawaii. Alice Ball was a chemistry instructor at the College of Hawaii, 
which would become the University of Hawaii. She had earned a master’s degree 
in chemistry from the institution, looking for active components in a medicinal 
plant, the kava root. Ball was the first woman and first Black woman to earn a 
chemistry degree at the university, as well as to become an instructor.

In 1916, Harry Hollmann, a doctor at Kalihi Hospital who was treating 
people with leprosy, asked Ball to help him determine the active ingredients in 
chaulmoogra, a plant that had been used with some success to treat the 
disease. Hollmann was looking to isolate something concentrated and injectable, 
and in one year, Ball had figured out how to fractionate the active oil, allowing 
her to solubilize it (Arch. Derm. Syphilol. 1922, DOI: 
10.1001/archderm.1922.02350260097010).

Ball died suddenly, at the age of 24, possibly of accidental chlorine poisoning 
in a laboratory. Her work was taken up by a male scientist who tried to take credit 
for her discoveries. Chaulmoogra injections based on Ball’s work became a 
standard treatment for leprosy until the 1940s. In 2000, Hawaii Lieutenant 
Governor Mazie Hirono named Feb. 29 “Alice Ball Day.”

https://cen.acs.org/people/profiles/Six-black-chemists-should-know/97/web/2019/02

Alice Ball


